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About This Game

Quadle is ready to puzzle your mind!

It's A brand new arcade puzzler from Gamesare Studios, Invoking the memory of classic arcade cabinet games but adding a new
twist. Jump on the blocks as the titular character Quadle, changing the block colors till they are red. Once red they fall away.

Eliminate all blocks on the screen to go to the next level. Be careful not to corner yourself into a situation where you can jump
to the next block.

With three worlds and a initial offering of 96 levels there is plenty of arcade puzzle action to frustrate I mean to enjoy. Of
course just when you think you get the hang of it, Quadle is introduced to new suprises, like switch panels, spring beams, drop

blocks and more. Can you get through all 96 levels?
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For those of you wanting more punishment er I mean challenge, use the Steam Workshop level editor to design your own boards
and share them with friends via Steam Workshop, and check out the puzzles they create!

Features

96 levels of arcade puzzle action

3 worlds featuring the amazing musical and artistic talents of Ilker Esen

numerous puzzle challenges change through out, spring panels, teleports and shrinking bricks to name a few

Full controller support

Finish on special panel for bonus points

Build your own levels with the editor and upload them to Steam Workshop

Download other user created levels

Guaranteed to frustrate I mean sorry, please you

#MadewithFusion
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Title: Quadle
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
Gamesare
Publisher:
Clickteam
Release Date: 23 Jul, 2015
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TL;DR: This game is a flashy, but poorly-functional, clone of Q*Bert.

The game does look nice and, while not my style, the music and sounds are competent. I am annoyed that turning off the sounds
and music does not turn off the menu screen's audio properly. The gameplay loop is standard Q*Bert with the standard issues.

The level editor does not work particularly well, but it gets the job done. It also implies that the game does become more
complex as you proceed, but I had to stop early due to a major bug.

The game crashes when you fail a level. This is absolutely unacceptable in a commercial release.

While it may be worth considering if you like Q*Bert at a major discount, it is not worth full price (at this time $8.79 CAD).
. Game could be awesome. But controls for a 360 controller are horrible and work sporadically.. quot;Shared a Level"
achievement doesn't work and dev doesn't seem to bother fixing it.

EDIT: The dev came back and fixed the issue. Changing my review. In general this is a nice and simple time killing game.
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